Introduction
The aim of this note is to provide a fractional integration theorem in the framework of Laguerre expansions. The method of proof consists of establishing an asymptotic estimate for the kernel involved and then applying a method of Hedberg [6] . We combine this result with the sufficient (p, p) multiplier criteria of Stempak and Trebels [13] . The resulting sufficient (p, q) multiplier criteria are comparable with the necessary ones of Gasper and Trebels [3, 4] .
Our notation is essentially that in [13] . Thus we consider the Lebesgue spaces ^-{f-WfWL^^^im^dx) 11^^} , l<p<oo, 7>-i, and define the Laguerre function system {1%} by Zg(x) = (Jb!/r(fe + a + l)) 1 
From Theorem 3.1 in [4], it easily follows that g^ e L]^ when a -7 < cr, so that, by the convolution theorem of Gorlich and Markett [5] , I a extends to a bounded operator from i/ (7) to Z£ (7) when 0 < ap/2 < j < a, 1 < p < 00. Our main result is .
7=0
for sufficiently large J, say J > a+ 2. Thus, in particular, the same result is obtained for the sequence {Y{k + 1)/T(<T + fe + 1)}, see [9] . 
fc=0
This applied to the sequence {(k + l)~a} gives, by Young's inequality [5] ,
where a > 0, a > 0 and 1 < p, g < 00.
Next we indicate how Theorem 1.1 can be used to gain some insight into the structure of M M -Laguerre multipliers. For the sake of simplicity, let us restrict ourselves to the case 7 = a. Consider a sequence m = {rrtk} of numbers and associate to m tHe operator
The sequence m is called a bounded (p, g)-multiplier, notation m € M^;^, if
is finite. If p < 2 < q, then sufficient conditions follow at once in the following way:
CTQ + cri = cr, and hence Q;,a in particular, m G MJ^ when {fc^ra/J G Z 00 . Thus, when l<p<2<^<oo and a
;^, generates a bounded operator which does not fall under the scope of the above introduced fractional integral operators. To formulate a corollary based on a combination of Theorem 1.1 and the multiplier result in [13] , we need the notion of a difference operator A s of fractional order s given by whenever the sum converges. In view of the remark concerning the case p < 2 < q and on account of duality, we may restrict ourselves to the case 1 < p < q < 2.
Corollary 1.2.
If a > 0, 1 < p < q < 2, and s > max{(2a4-2)(l/^ -1/2), l},then for some constant C, independent of the sequence {rrik}, there holds
The proof follows as in [2] . The result itself should be compared with the corresponding necessary condition in [3] which also shows that {(-l) k (k + l)~c r } £ M^ provided 1 < p < q < 2 and a is sufficiently large.
The plan of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, we derive an asymptotic estimate of the function g^ defined above by (1) . Then the twisted generalized convolution is used to dominate 7^/ by a generalized Euclidean convolution of g^ with /. The latter's mapping behavior is discussed by a method of Hedberg [6] which uses maximal functions, thus giving Theorem 1.1 in the standard weight case a = b = 0. In Section 3, we extend this result to some power weights, modifying an argument in Stein and Weiss Then the assertion (2) follows after it is proved that
uniformly in x > 0. With the notation
uniformly in 0 < x < oo. We will make use of the pointwise estimates for the Laguerre functions in [1, Sec. 2]: [) for fixed positive constants c and d. These and two further estimates in [8, (2.5)] imply that
and so it is obvious that (6) implies (4) for x > 1. Therefore, decomposing the interval (0,1) dyadically, it suffices to check that
Using the first line of (5), we get
while the second line of (5) 
Apart from Lemma 2.1, the proof of Theorem 1.1 will be based on the fact that for a > 0 and suitable F and G, I* 1 x G\ < \F\ * |G|, which follows at once from the definition of the generalized Euclidean ^-convolution
poo F*G(x)= / T^F(y)G(y)d^a(y) Jo
with associated generalized Euclidean translation
T?F(y) = £ F((x, y )e)du a (d), dv a {e) = ^^l^i^^dff.
Therefore we restrict ourselves to fractional integrals defined via the generalized Euclidean convolution.
By the above, it is clear that Theorem 1.1 for the case a = b = 0 follows from Theorem 2.2.
Proof. Following Hedberg [6] , we want to estimate F * K (T (x) pointwise by a suitable maximal function which in this setting turns out to be (see Stempak [11, p. 138 
On the other hand, by Holder's inequality, and then ||F * K^Wq < C\\F\\ P due to the inequality for the maximal function with r = q (1 -ap/(a + 1)) = p > 1. This finishes the proof of Theorem 2.2.
Extension to power weights
The proof of Theorem 1.1 in the general case follows along the lines in Section 2 from To deal with the singularity at 0, we note that for y < 1/2 we have (l,y)e « 1, and therefore /'(I, j/)^-" -1^^^) « 1 as well. Hence /if(l,y) < Cy2a and thus whereas for -1 < a < 0, there occurs (1 + f )~1 < p, q < -^ as an additional restriction. Combining the above Theorem 1.1 in the case a = b = a = 0 with Kanjin's transplantation theorem (cf. [13] ) one at once recovers the above stated result of Kanjin and Sato.
